SECRET SOUND #8 – GUESSES

TUESDAY 11/3 - GUESSES
GUESS #1: Air escaping from a whipped cream can >>> @ 4:20pm
GUESS #2: Spraying PAM cooking spray onto a pan >>> @ 5:20pm

WEDNESDAY 11/4 - GUESSES
GUESS #3: Sharpening a knife or axe on a wheel >> @ 8:20am
GUESS #4: Water coming from a water pick at the dental office >> @ 9:20am
GUESS #5: Spraying an air can to clean your keyboard @ 12:20pm
GUESS #6: Pumping air into a football @ 4:20pm
GUESS #7 : Flocking a Christmas tree @ 5:20pm
THURSDAY 11/5 - GUESSES
GUESS #8: Killer Whale swimming and or splashing in the water >>> @ 8:20am
GUESS #9: Writing on cardboard with a sharpie >>> @ 9:20am
GUESS #10: Laundry spinning in the dryer >>> @ 12:20pm
FRIDAY 11/6 - GUESSES
GUESS #11: Grating parmesan or cheddar cheese >>> @ 8:20am
GUESS #12: Opening a can of mouse spraying it on your hand and running it through your hair
>>> @ 9:20am
GUESS #13: Spraying an aerosol can >>> @ 12:20pm
GUESS #14 : Shaving ice with a automatic or manual ice shaver >>> @ 4:20pm
Guess #15 : Spraying a wrinkle diffuser on your shirt or clothes to get the wrinkles out >>> @
5:20pm
MONDAY 11/9 - GUESSES
GUESS #16: Scratching your nails against school chalk or a writing pork >>> @ 8:20am
GUESS #17: Sifting or pouring sugar into a bowl >>> @ 9:20am
GUESS #18: Rotating arm of the dishwasher >>> @ 12:20pm
GUESS #19 : Holding a matchstick and lighting it on fire with fire >>> @ 4:20pm
GUESS #20 : Dispensing a slurpee out of a vending machine >>> @ 5:20pm
TUESDAY 11/10 - GUESSES
GUESS #21: Spraying lysol to disinfect the air or the door knob >>> @ 8:20am
GUESS #22: Twisting open the cap of a 2L soda after shaking it >>> @9:20am
GUESS #23: Spraying a can of lysol disinfectant or air freshener into a pair of bowling shoes
>>> @12:20pm
GUESS #24 : Spraying solution on the windshield of a car and using windshield wipers to clean
it off >>> @ 4:20pm
GUESS #25 Spraying a spray paint bottle >>> @ 5:20pm

WEDNEDAY 11/11- GUESSES
GUESS #26: Kicking your water bottle back and forth with your feet down the street >>> @
8:20am
GUESS #27: Mixing or spreading foamy icing or whip cream on a cake >>> @ 9:20am
GUESS #28: Lighting up firecrackers or sparklers >>> @12:20pm >>> @ 12:20pm
GUESS # 29 : Tearing open a bag of Mini M&Ms with your mouth and pouring them in your
mouth >>> @ 4:20pm
GUESS #30: Slowly tearing a piece of paper >>> @ 5:20pm
THURSDAY 11/12 - GUESSES
GUESS #31: Spraying a Christmas tree with an aerosol can of fake snow >>> @ 8:20am
GUESS #32: Opening the kitchen sink and the water running down the sink >>> @ 9:20am
GUESS #33: Spraying oven cleaner inside an oven >>> @ 12:20pm
GUESS #34 : Winding up a toy >>> @ 4:20pm
GUESS #35 : Scraping and sweeping ice off your windshield >>> @ 5:20pm
FRIDAY 11/13 - GUESSES
GUESS #36: Football being kicked or bounced up and down >>> @ 8:20am
GUESS #37: When a vinyl record stops playing the song and the needle is still on it >>> @
9:20am
GUESS #38: Air being blown out of a compressor or an air pump >>> @ 12:20pm
GUESS #39 : Tearing open a pixie stick and pouring it in your mouth >>> @ 4:20pm
GUESS #40 : Using your fingers on top of a whip cream can to put whip cream on top of a pie
>>> @ 5:20pm
MONDAY 11/16 - GUESSES
GUESS #41: A hair washing sink >>> @ 8:20am
GUESS #42: Spraying white spray paint right and left on a window to decorate >>> @9:20am

